Samsung Electronics UN32N5300AFXZA 32" 1080p Smart LED TV
(2018), Black Review-2021

Full HD 1080p Resolution - Enjoy a viewing experience that is 2x the clarity of standard HD TVs.
Smart TV - Get to your entertainment the faster, easier, and more intelligent way. Easily access your
streaming services all in one place using the Samsung Remote Control.
Micro Dimming Pro - Reveal a more true-to-life picture with enhanced contrast.
Quad Core Processor: enjoy a Fluid browsing experience and faster control switching between
apps, streaming content and other media effortlessly.
Dimensions: Without Stand 28.9" W x 17.3" H x 3.1" D | With Stand 28.9" W x 18.2" H x 6.4" D
Inputs/Outputs: Two HDMI Input, One Component Video Input, One RF In (Satellite Input), One RF
In (Terrestrial/Cable Input), One USB Input, One Composite In (AV), One Ethernet (LAN) and One
Digital Audio Out (Optical)Samsung 32-Inch N5300 1080p Smart LED TV
Bring all your favorite TV shows, movies, games and media content to life in vivid, vibrant Full HD
1080p with twice the resolution of standard HD TV. Access all your favorites with intuitive Smart TV
features and built-in Wi-Fi for a more interactive, more connected home entertainment experience.
Full HD 1080p resolution
Enjoy a viewing experience that is 2x the clarity of standard HD TVs
Micro Dimming Pro
Reveal a more true-to-life picture with enhanced contrast
2x the Clarity
Bring all your favorite TV shows, movies, games and media content to life in vivid, vibrant Full HD
1080p with twice the resolution of standard HD TV.
Enjoy the Clear Picture
Analyzing original content with an advanced algorithm, Ultra Clean View gives you higher quality
images with less distortion.
Get a More Colorful Viewing Experience
Watch your favorite shows with natural colors that deliver details as crisp as the real thing.
Experience Shadow Detail and Color
Dividing the screen into zones, Micro Dimming Pro analyzes each one for deeper blacks and purer
whites.
An Intelligent Way to Enjoy Your Content
Get to your entertainment the faster, easier, and more intelligent way. Easily access your streaming
services all in one place using the Samsung Remote Control.
One App. All Set to Go.
Have several smart devices to manage? No problem. Simply download SmartThings App on your
smart phone to control your connected devices all in one screen!
Never Miss a Moment
Sync your TV to your compatible smartphone to access and control your content on the big screen.*
*Some features vary. Connection to the same wifi network required.
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